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THE PRINCIPAL JOIN PROPERTY 
IN DEMI-P-LATTICES 
C. PALMA 
(Communicated by Tibor Katrindk ) 
ABSTRACT. We characterize, both algebraically and via their dual space, those 
semi-De Morgan algebras in the subclass of demi-p-lattices having the principal 
join proper ty 
We show tha t , for demi-p-lattices having the principal join property, the prin-
cipal intersection property holds. 
1. Introduction 
The equational class of demi-p-lattices was introduced by H. P. S a n k a p p a -
n a v a r in [15]. It is a subclass of semi-De Morgan algebras and it contains the 
equational subclass of almost-p-lattices. These classes generalize distributive 
pseudocomplemented lattices (called here p-lattices). 
Principal congruences play an important role in universal algebra and their 
properties on p-lattices have been studied by numerous authors so it is natural 
to ask wether some of these properties can be extended to demi-p-lattices. 
In [4], B e az e r characterized those p-lattices having the principal join prop-
erty, i.e. those algebras such that the join of any two principal congruences 
is a principal congruence. These algebras are called congruence principal by 
I. C h a j d a in [7] and they are defined there as being such that every compact 
congruence is principal. 
In this paper we characterize demi-p-lattices having the principal join prop-
erty extending the corresponding results obtained for p-lattices by B e a z e r [4] 
and show that almost-p-lattices with the principal join property can be described 
in exactly the same way as B e a z e r described p-lattices having this property. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 06D15, 06D99, 08A30; Secondary 
06D50. 
K e y w o r d s : semi-De Morgan algebra, demi-p-lattice, principal congruence. 
Work done within the activities of CAUL and supported by P O C T I (FEDER) . 
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I. C h a j d a [8] studies algebras whose principal congruences form a sublat-
tice of their congruence lattice. We provide an answer to this problem in what 
concerns demi-p-lattices since we prove, generalizing a result of B e a z e r [4], 
that in this equational class those algebras having the principal join property 
have the principal intersection property. 
2. Preliminaries 
We start by recalling some definitions and essential results as well as some 
notation. 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . An algebra (L; V, A, ' ,0,1) is a semi-De Morgan algebra if 
the following conditions hold: 
(51) (L; V, A, 0,1) is a distributive lattice with 0 and 1. 
(52) 0 ' ^ 1 and V^O. 
(53) (aVb)' na' Ab'. 
(54) (aAb)" ^a"Ab". 
(55) a'"^a'. 
We will denote by SDMA this equational class of algebras. 
The following rules hold in SDMA: 
(56) (aAb)' &(a" Ab")' n(a'Vb')". 
(57) (aVb)' n(a"Vb")' x(a' Ab')". 
(58) a<b => b' <a'. 
A semi-De Morgan algebra is a De Morgan algebra if and only if it satisfies 
the identity a" « a. 
If L is a SDMA and the equation a' A a" « 0 holds in L, then L is called 
a demi-p-lattice. A semi-De Morgan algebra L is called an almost-p-lattice if it 
satisfies a ' A a ^ O . 
An almost-p-lattice is a distributive pseudocomplemented lattice (p-lattice, 
for short) iff a < a". 
If in any L G SDMA, we write DM(L) = {a £ L : a = a"}, then 
(DM(L); V, A/ , 0, l ) is a De Morgan algebra where a<Jb is defined to be (a'Ab')'. 
The map ": L -» L defined by a i-> a" is a homomorphism onto DM(L) and 
its kernel is 0 = {(a, b) e L x L : a' = b'}. Therefore L/</> = DM(L). 
A semi-De Morgan algebra L is a demi-p-lattice iff (DM(L); V, A/ , 0, l) is a 
Boolean algebra. For a demi-p-lattice L we let B(L) = DM(L). 
These results were proved by S a n k a p p a n a v a r in [15]. 
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The congruence lattice of the semi-De Morgan algebra L will be denoted by 
Con(L) and the corresponding congruence lattice on the lattice reduct of L will 
be denoted by Con l a t L (L) . 
If L is a semi-De Morgan algebra, then 9(a,b) will denote the principal 
congruence of Con(L) collapsing the pair a, b G L. If S is any sublattice of the 
lattice reduct of L, then 0 la t 5 (a , b) will denote the principal lattice congruence of 
S collapsing a pair a,b e S. The smallest congruence of Con l a t L (L) collapsing 
S will be denoted by # l a t L ( S ) . 
For any congruence 6 G ConL, we write [a]e to denote the class of 9 con-
taining a G L. The class [a]e is a convex sublattice of the lattice reduct of L. 
The restriction of # i a tL (^
c ) t o [a]e w m < ^ e denoted by ^iatL(^'
c) |[a]0 • 
We write D0 = [0]^ and D 1 = [IV as in [16]. It is clear that DQ is an ideal 
and D± is a filter. 
In [11], D. H o b b y presented a duality for semi-De Morgan algebras based 
on the P r i e s t l e y duality for distributive lattices. If L is a SDMA, the dual 
d(L) is a structure (P, T, <,<) where (P, T, <) is the Priestley dual of the dis-
tributive lattice reduct of L (i.e. P is d(L), the set of prime ideals of the 
distributive lattice L, < is the set inclusion and r has as subbase the collection 
of all sets Xa = {x G P : a £ x} and CXa = {x G P : a G x} with a G L) and 
< is a binary relation defined on P . For some purposes the relation < is incon-
venient, so a new binary relation is defined in P by x —̂ y iff x is a minimal 
element of {2: G P : 2 D {a G L : a' ^ y}}. 
Since Hobby's duality is built on Priestley duality, d(L) will denote both the 
Priestley space dual of the distributive lattice reduct of L and the dual space of 
the SDMA itself. 
From [9; p . 209] we know that, in Priestley duality, Con l a t L (L) is order 
isomorphic to the lattice of open subsets of d(L). In this order-isomorphism, 
any congruence a G Con l a t L (L) corresponds to an open subset A such that 
(X,Y)ea <=> xn£A = Yn£A 
where X , Y are elements of e(d(L)), the set of clopen decreasing subsets of 
d(L), and CA denotes the complementary set of A. 
In Hobby's duality, it follows from [11; Corollary 3.20] that if L G SDMA, 
Con(L) is order isomorphic to the lattice of open subsets of d(L) that are closed 
under («— ) _ 1 . In this isomorphism the open subset of d(L) corresponding to the 
congruence relation (j) is the complement of the closed set D , considered in [11; 
p. 158], such that 
CD = [x G d(L) : (Vy G d(L))(x «- y)}. 
Thus, for any X, Y G e(d(L)), 
(X,Y)e<j) <=> XHD = YHD. 
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For a congruence 9 < (j) the corresponding open set is an open subset of CD. 
Note that any subset of CD is closed under (<-)_1. 
In what follows, congruences below congruence (f) play a fundamental role 
since every lattice congruence 9 < (j) is a congruence of the semi-De Morgan 
algebra L. Therefore the intervals [A,<£| C Con( i ) and [A, (ft] C Con l a t L (L ) 
coincide. So, as far as these congruences are concerned, we can focus our attention 
on Con l a t L (L) since both Priestley's and Hobby's dualities lead to the same 
results. 
For more details about Hobby's duality we refer the reader to [11]. 
If P is a partially ordered set, then, for x G P , ix = {y G P : y < x} and 
t-r = {y € P : y > x}. 
We will say that an algebra L has the principal join property, abbreviated 
P J P , if the join of principal congruences on L is again a principal congruence. 
An algebra L has the principal intersection property, P IP , if the intersection of 
principal congruences is a principal congruence. 
For all other unexplained notation and terminology we refer the reader to 
[16], [4] and [13]. 
3. The principal join p rope r ty 
We begin with a useful lemma, proved in [13], that extends to SDMAs the 
corresponding lemma stated for p-lattices by B e a z e r [5; Lemma 3.1]. 
LEMMA 3 .1 . ([13; Lemma 3.3]) Let L be an SDMA . a,x,y G L, x < y and 
x' = y'. Then 
(i) O(x,y) = 0l&tL(x,y), 
(ii) (a) O(x,y) = 0(xVx',yVx,)V0(xAx,,yAx'), 
(b) 01atL(d>e)|[a], = fllat[a],(d>e) f0T anV d^e G M</> • 
Following arguments similar to those used by B e a z e r in the proof of [5; 
Lemma 3.4] we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let L be an SDMA. Let (6 i ,c i ) i G / be elements of L x L 
such that bi,ci G [a], for any i G I. Then 
VttatL^.C.)}) =VKtW*(6 . 'C . )}-
4a T J M * 4a T ІЄІ ІЄІ 
With the previous results in hand we can show some conditions held in 
SDMAs having the P J P . 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let L be an SDMA having the P J P . If a Є L, then the suЫattice 
[a]ф of the lattice reduct of L has the P J P . 
P r o o f . Let L be an SDMA having the P J P . Let d, e, / , g be elements 
of [a]ф such that d < e and / < g. 
We want to show that ы[a]ф(d, e) V lăt[a]ф(f, g) is a principal congruence of 
the sublattice [a]ф. 
Clearly (d,e) < Ф and (fђg) < ф. Thus Ø(d,e) = 0 l a t L (d ,e) and (f,g) = 
Since L has the P J P , there exist p, q Є L with p < q such that 0(d, e) V 
#(Лg) = ö(p,g). But 0(p,?) < ø, so p' = q' and Ø(p,ç) = ЫL(p,q). 
Observe that 0(d, e) V 0(/, g) < Ølat ь ( þ ] 0 ) . So 0(p, g) < Ølat L ([a]ф). 
By [13; Lemma 3.4] we know that there exist m,n Є [a] 0 with m <n such 
that pЛm = qЛm and pVrг = g V n . 
It is clear that Ølat L ((p Л n) V m, (q Л n) V m) < Ølat L (p, ç) . 
Since 
p Л ((pЛri)V m) = p Лn = q Л ((p Лn)\/ m) 
and 
p V (fø Л n) V m) = (q Л (p V n)) V m = q V m = q V ((g Л n) V m) , 
we conclude that Ølat L Ь 5 î ) < Ølat L ((p Лn)Vm,((]Лn)Vm). 
T h u s
 ìţitL(p,q) = ЫL((p Лn)\j m,(q Лn)V m) = ЫL(h,j) where Л = 
(pЛn)\Jm and j = (q Л n) V m . Since m' = ri = a', we have, by (S7) and (S5), 
((p Л n) V m) 7 - ((p Л n") V m , , ) / = ((p Л a/7) V a")' = am = a! . 
Analogously, ((q Л n) V m)' = a!. Therefore h, j Є [a]ф. 
Using Lemma 3.1(ü)(b) and Corollarу 3.2 we have: 
i.t[a]ф(d,e)V ш[a]ф(f:g) = 0 l a t L ( d , e ) | [ a Ь V 0 l a t L ( / , f l ) | [ a ] ф 
= (* latL(d,e)V0 l a t L (/ , f l ) ) | [ a ] ф 
= l&t L(Һ'Л\[a]ф 
= Kt[a]ф(Һђj). 
Thus [a]ф has the P J P . D 
A consequence of the previous lemma and [1; Theorem 4.5] is the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let L Ъe an SDMA having the P J P and a Є L. Then there 
is no 3-element chain in the poset of prime ideals of the lattice [a]ф. 
In what follows we shall see that it is possible to characterize those algebras 
with the P J P in the varietу of demi-p-lattices. With this in mind we extend to 
demi-p-lattices a lemma proved for p-lattices bу B e a z e r [4; Lemma 3.2], 
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LEMMA 3.5. A congruence relation of a demi-p-lattice L is principal iff it is 
of the form 0(O,a) V0(d, e) for some a G B(L), d,e G L with d < e and d' = e'. 
P r o o f . First we will show that, for any x, y G L with x < y, 
0(x, y) = 0(0, x' A y") V 6(x A (y A x')', y A (y A x') ') . 
Let p denote 0(0, x' A y") V 0(x A (y A x') ' , y A (y A x ' ) ' ) . 
Note that (a;", y") G 0(x, y) , so (x' A x", x' A y") G 0(x, y) and, since L is a 
demi-p-lattice, (0, x' A y") G 0(x, y). Thus 0(0, x' A y") < 0(x, y) . 
It is obvious that 6(x A(y Ax')' ,y A(y Ax')') < 0(x,y) . Therefore p < 6(x,y). 
Since (0,x' A y") G p, we have (l , (x' A y")') = ( l , (x' A y)') G p and 
consequently (x,x A (y A x')') G f> and (y,y A (y A x')') G p. It follows from 
(x A (x1 Ay)',y A (x' Ay)') E p that (x,y) G p and so 0(x,y) < p. 
Thus we have 0(x, y) = p. 
It is clear that x' A y" G B(L) and x A (y A x')' < y A (y A x')'. 
To show that (x A (y A x')')' = (y A (y A x')')'', observe that, by (S6), (S3) 
and (S5), 
(x A (y A x')')f = (x" A (y" A x')')' = (x' V (y" A x'))" = x'" = x' 
and that by distributivity, by (S6), (S3), (S4) and (S5) and by the fact that in 
a demi-p-lattice (y' V y")" = 1, 




= (y" A x")' = (yA x)' = x'. 
For the converse, suppose that a G B(L), d,e G K, d < e and d' = e'. We 
will show that 0(0, a) V 0(d, e) = 0(a! A d, a V e). 
Let 0 denote 0(0, a) V 0(d, e). Since (d, e) G 0, we have (a' A d, a' A e) e 6. 
From (0,a) G 0 it follows that (a', 1) G 0 and (a' A e,e) G 0. From (0, a) G 0 
we have also (e, a V e) G 0. 
Thus, by transitivity, (a' A d, a V e) G 0, so 0(a ; A d, a V e) < 0. 
For the reverse inclusion, observe that (d V (a ; A d), d V a V e) = (d,a\/ e) G 
0(a7 A d, a V e) and therefore (d A e, (a V e) A e) = (d, e) G 0(a ; A d, a V e). 
Thus 0(d, e) < 0(a' A d, a V e). 
It follows from a G -B(L) that aAa7 = 0 and, therefore, (0, a) G 9(a' Ad, aVe). 
Thus 0(0, a) < 6(a! A d, a V e). 
It is now clear that 0 < 6(a' A d, a V e). • 
Now we can prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let L be a demi-p-lattice. Then L has the P J P if and only if 
the join of any two principal congruences less than or equal to cj) is a principal 
congruence. 
P r o o f . 
(=>) is obvious. 
(<=): Let 6(p, q) and 0(r, s) be two principal congruences of L such that 
p < q and r < s. We wish to prove that 0(p, q) V0(r, s) is a principal congruence 
of L. 
By Lemma 3.5 there exist a,b G B(L) and d, e , / , g G F such that d < e, 
/ < £, d; = e' and / ' = g' satisfying 0(p,q) = 0(0, a) V 0(d,e) and 0(r, 5) = 
0(O,b )V0(/ ,g ) . 
Then 0(p, 4) V 0(r, 5) = 0(0, a) V 0(0, b) V 0(d, e) V 0( / , 5) . 
First we will show that 0(0, a) V 0(0, b) = 0(0, (a V b)"). In fact, since a, b G 
B(L), a = a" < (a V b)" and b = b" < (a V b)", it is clear that 
0(0, a) V 0(0, b) < 0(0, (a V b)") . (3.1) 
By [16; Corollary 3.6], we know that 0(0, b") = 0 l a t L(b ' , 1). 
Since b = b", (x,y) G 0(0, b) if and only if x A b' = y A b'. Therefore 
(a, (a V b)") G 0(0, b) because, by (S4) and (S5), and by distributivity, 
(a V b)" A b' = ((a V b) A &')" = ((a A &') V (b A b'))" = a" A b' = a A b'. 
Since (0, a) G 0(0, a) and (a, (a V b)") G 0(0, b) we have (0, (a V b)") G 0(0, a) V 
0(0, b). Thus 
0(0, (a V &)") < 0(0, a) V 0(0, b). (3.2) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that 0(0, a) V 0(0, b) = 0(0, (a V b)"). 
Now observe that 0(d, e) < (j) and 0( / ,g) < 0 , so, by the hypothesis, there 
exist m,n e L such that 0(d,e)V0(/ ,g) = 0(m,n) with m <n. Since 6(m,n) < 
(f> we have m! = n'. 
Then 0(p, g) V0(r, 5) = 0(0, (aVb)") V0(m, n) where (aVb)" G B(L) , m' = n' 
and m < n. 
Applying Lemma 3.5 we conclude that 0(p, q) V 0(r, 5) is a principal congru-
ence of L. • 
Our objective is to characterize demi-p-lattices having the P J P in terms of 
the height of their poset of prime ideals, so we will need some results concerning 
the Priestley dual of a distributive lattice. 
The characterization of the open subsets of the Priestley dual of a distributive 
lattice L corresponding to a congruence 0 lat L (F) where F is a filter of L was 
obtained in [14; Proposition 12]. From [6; p. 325] we know that the open subsets 
of the Priestley dual corresponding to a congruence 6utL(L) where L is an ideal 
of L are obtained dually. These are important results in what follows, so we 
introduce them here: 
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LEMMA 3.7. Let L be a distributive lattice, F and L be a filter and an ideal 
in L, respectively. Let AF and Aj be the open subsets of d(L) such that: 
(X, Y) G t?lat L(F) <,=-> x n ZAF = Y n CAF, 
(*. Y) e .̂at L(I) <=> x n UT = Y n ZAj 
where X, Y are elements of e(d(L)). 
Then: 
(i) AF is the increasing subset {x G d(L) : x n F ^ 0} . 
(ii) Aj is the decreasing subset {x G d(L) : L <£. x} . 
P r o o f . By [14; Proposition 12], we know that AF is the open increasing 
subset of d(L) such that ZAF = f| {x G d(L) : f $ x}. Thus 
feF 
AF= \J{xe d(L) : f ex} = {xe d(L) : x n F ^ 0} . 
feF 
Dually 
ZAj = f]{x G d(L) : iex} = {xe d(L) : L C x} . 
ІЄІ 
D 
LEMMA 3.8. Let L be a distributive lattice, and I and F be an ideal and a 
filter in L, respectively. 
Let Aj = {x G d(L) : L <£ x) and AF = {x G d(L) : x n F ^ 0} . Then 
the maps a: Aj -> d(J) such that a(x) = x H L and (3: AF -> d(F) such that 
(3(x) = x n F are order isomorphisms. 
P r o o f . We will only show that a is an order isomorphism because the 
proof for (3 is similar. 
Since L is a sublattice of the lattice F, applying [3; p. 74, Theorem 5], we 
have xnL G d(L) U {0 , /} for each x G Aj. Since I £ x,we have xHl / I and 
it is obvious that x H I" / 0. Thus for each x G A 7 , x f l / G d(7). 
To see that the map is onto, let us consider y G d(7). 
By [3; Theorem 5], there exists x G d(L) such that xPiL = y. Let us suppose 
that x ^ Aj. Then J C x, and hence x n I = / , contradicting the hypothesis 
x C\ L = y. 
To show that a is an order isomorphism, suppose that x1:x2 G Aj and 
xx C x2. Then ^ n / C ^ n J . On the other hand, if xx H I C x2 n / , applying 
the proof of [1; Lemma 3.13] we can conclude that x1 C x2. D 
When F is a demi-p-lattice, congruences 0(D0) and 0(DX) are below con-
gruence 0 since D0 = [OL and F)1 = [1]^. Therefore 0(D0) = 9 l a t L (D 0 ) and 
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9(DX) = 0l&tL(D1). According to Lemma 3.7 the open subsets of d(L) cor-
responding to these congruences are respectively a decreasing subset and an 
increasing subset. We will denote these subsets by A0 and Ax, respectively. 
The open subset of d(L) corresponding to congruence (j) is denoted by CD. 
In [16; Theorem 2.5], S a n k a p p a n a v a r shows that, if L is a demi-
p-lattice, (j> = 0l3itL(Do) V 0 la t L(DX). Therefore we have by Lemma 3.7: 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let L be a demi-p-lattice. Then CD = A0 U A1. 
From Corollary 3.4 and from Lemma 3.8 we infer the following. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let L be a demi-p-lattice having the P J P . Then there is 
a 3-element chain neither in d(DQ) nor in d(Dx). Furthermore, there is no 
3 -element chain in any of the subsets A0 and A1 of d(L). 
Observe that, in a distributive lattice L, if a filter F is principal, i.e. if there 
exists a G L such that F = '[a, then 0l3itL(F) = # l a t L (a , 1) is a principal 
congruence and, by Lemma 3.7, the corresponding subset of d(L) is the clopen 
increasing subset 
{x G d(L) : x H U + 0} = {x G d(L) : a E x) = CXa . 
Dually when there exists b G L such that the ideal i" = | 6 , then 0l3itL(I) = 
0 lat L(0, b) is a principal congruence and the corresponding subset of d(L) is the 
clopen decreasing subset 
{x G d(L) : lb <£ x} = {x E d(L) : b £ x} = Xb. 
Since in a distributive lattice L a principal congruence 0l&tL(a, b) with a < b 
is such that 0lSitL(a, b) = Ox^tL(a,l) n #iatL(0, b), we conclude that the open 
subset of the dual space d(L) corresponding to this principal congruence is the 
clopen convex subset of d(L) Xb\Xa. 
The converse is also true. The congruences corresponding to clopen convex 
subsets of d(L) are principal congruences of the distributive lattice L. 
In fact, if A C d(L) is a clopen convex subset of d(L), then there exist 
clopen decreasing subsets Xa and Xb of d(L) such that A = Xb\Xa and the 
corresponding congruence is the principal congruence Ol3itL(a^b) (see the proof 
of [2; Lemma 3]). 
It is now possible to characterize those open sets that correspond, under 
duality, to principal congruences below (j). 
LEMMA 3.11. Let L be a demi-p-lattice and 6 a congruence less than or equal 
to (f>. Then 9 is a principal congruence of the demi-p-lattice L if and only if 
the corresponding open subset of the dual space d(L) is a clopen convex subset 
of d(L) contained in CD. 
As a consequence of the above we have: 
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LEMMA 3.12. Let L be a demi-p-lattice. If L has the P J P . then there exists 
no 3 -element chain x < y < z in d(L) such that x e A0 and z e Ax. 
P r o o f . Suppose that x < y < z is a chain of prime ideals of L such that 
x e A0 and z e Ax. Since d(L) is a Priestley space and x ^ y there is a clopen 
decreasing set Xa with a e L such that x e Xa and y £ Xa. 
We know that ix and CA0 are closed subsets of d(L) and they are disjoint 
since \,x is decreasing, ZA0 is increasing and x ^ ZA0, so, by compactness and 
total disconnectedness, there is a clopen decreasing subset of d(L) Xb with 
b e L such that | x C Xb and ZA0 C CX6. Therefore Xb C A0 and x e Xb. 
Consequently x e Xa n Xb = XaAb C A0 and y ^ XaAb because y £ Xa. 
Now, XaAb is the clopen decreasing (convex) subset corresponding to the 
principal congruence 0 lat L (0, aAb). Since XaAb C A0 , we know that 0 lat L (0, aAb) 
= 0(O,aA6). 
In a similar way, since y ^ z, there is an X c with c e L such that ?/ G A
r
c 
and z G CXC, and from the fact that ZAX is a closed decreasing subset such that 
z ^ CA1 it follows that there is an Xd with d G L such that C ^ C X d and 
zeZXd. Then * G CXC n CXd = CXcVd C A1 and j / <£ CX c W because y e Xc. 
Thus we obtained CXcVd 5 the clopen increasing subset corresponding to the 
principal congruence # lat L(c V d, 1) -= 0(c V d, 1). 
It is clear that XaAb U CXcVa, is an open subset of CL), so it corresponds to 
a congruence of the demi-p-lattice below 0 . It is not a convex subset because 
x e XaAb, z e CXcVa, and y £ XaAb U CXcVa,. Therefore the corresponding 
congruence 0(0, a A d) V 0(c V d, 1) is not a principal congruence, which is a 
contradiction. • 
Now we can characterize demi-p-lattices with the P J P . 
THEOREM 3.13. Let L be a demi-p-lattice and ZD be the open subset of d(L) 
corresponding to congruence <fi. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) L has the P J P . 
(ii) There is no 3 -element chain in CL) . and CD is a convex subset of d(L). 
(iii) There exists a 3 -element chain neither in d(D0) nor in d (D 1 ) . and there 
exists no 3-element chain x < y < z in d(L) such that D0 <£. x and 
znD1 ^ 0 . 
P r o o f . 
(i) => (ii) : By Corollary 3.9 we know that CD = A0 U Ax. 
Now observe that, if there is a chain x < y < z with x G CD such that 
x e Ax, then y,z G Ax because, by Lemma 3.7, Ax is an increasing subset. This 
contradicts Corollary 3.10. Therefore, if x G CD, then x G A0 and x <£ Ax. 
But, by Lemma 3.7, A0 is a decreasing subset, therefore, if z G A0, the 
3-element chain would be in A0 which is absurd by Corollary 3.10. 
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By Lemma 3.12, z £ Ax, thus it is impossible to have a 3-element chain 
x < y < z with x,z eCD. 
So we conclude that there is no 3-element chain in CD and that CD is a 
convex subset of d(L). 
(ii) => (i): Now suppose that (ii) holds. In order to show that L has 
the P J P , it is enough, by Theorem 3.6, to show that for any two principal 
congruences 6l< (j) and 62 < 0 , 61 V 92 is principal. 
Let Ae and AQ be the open subsets of d(L) corresponding to 9X and 62, 
respectively. By Lemma 3.11 we know that Ae and Ae are clopen convex 
subsets of d(L) contained in CD, so it is clear that Ae U A$2 is also a clopen 
subset of d(L) and that it is a convex subset since it is contained in the convex 
subset CD and there is no 3-element chain in CD. Therefore, by Lemma 3.11, 
the congruence 91 V 62 corresponding to AQ Ui^ , is a principal congruence of 
the demi-p-lattice L. 
(ii) 4=-> (iii): by Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.9. • 
In [13; Lemma 4.3], we proved that, if L is a demi-p-lattice, the subset 
D C d(L) is an antichain, so we conclude: 
COROLLARY 3.14 . If L is a demi-p-lattice with the P J P , then there is no 
4 -element chain in d(L). 
In [16; Theorem 2.5] S a n k a p p a n a v a r shows that in almost-p-lattices 
cj) = 0(D1). Thus, in this variety, we have always CD = Ax by Lemma 3.7. 
It follows that we can extend to almost p-lattices the corresponding theorem 
stated for p-lattices with the P J P by B e a z e r [4; Theorem 3.8]. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let L be an almost-p-lattice. Then the following are equiva-
lent: 
(i) L has the P J P . 
(ii) There is no 4 -element chain in d(L). 
(iii) Dx has the P J P . 
(iv) There is no 3 -element chain in d(D1). 
(v) For any d,x,y G Dx with d < x < y there exists u,v G Dx such that 
d = x Au, x\/ u = y Av and y V v = 1. 
P r o o f . 
(i) = » (ii) : by Corollary 3.14. 
(ii) => (i): When L is an almost p-lattice, 
D = {x G d(L) : x is a minimal element of d(L)} 
by [13; Theorem 4.9]. So, for almost p-lattices, the existence of a 4-element chain 
in d(L) is equivalent to the existence of a 3-element chain in CD. 
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But, from [16; Theorem 2.5], ф = (Dľ). Then. in an almost-p-lattice L, CD 
is always a convex subset of d(L) since ZD = Ax. 
Thus by Theorem 3.13, L has the P J P . 
(i) <=> (iv): by Theorem 3.13 since ф = (Dг), and consequently ZD = Aг. 
The equivalence of statements (iii), (iv) and (v) is given by B e a z e r [4; 
Lemma 3.5]. D 
4. The principal intersection property 
For p-lattices it is known ([4; Theorem 3.10]) that any algebra having P J P 
has the P I P . The same is true for demi-p-lattices. 
THEOREM 4 . 1 . Let L be a demi-p-lattice. If L has the P J P , then L has the 
P I P . 
P r o o f . Let L be a demi-p-lattice with the P J P . Let 0(a, b) and 0(c, d) be 
elements of Con(L). By Lemma 3.5, there exist e, / € B(L) and g,h,i,j e L 
with g<h,i<j,g' = h'&ndi'= f such that 0(o, b) = 0(0, e) V 0(g, h) and 
6(c,d) = e(0,f)v6(i,j). 
Then 
0(a, b) A 0(c, d) 
= (0(0, e) A 0(0, / ) ) V (0(0, e) A 6(i, j)) V (0(0, / ) A 6(g, h)) V [0(g, h) A 9(i, j)). 
We have, by [16; Corollary 3.6], 0(0, e) A 0(0, / ) = 0 la t L(e', 1) A 0 la t L(f, 1) . 
It is known that 0 l a t L (e ' , 1) A 0 l a t L ( / ' , 1) = 0iatL(
e' v / ' . X)-
We claim that 0 l a t i ( e ' V / ' , 1) = 0(e' V / ' , 1) -
In fact, again by [16; Corollary 3.6], (x,y) € 0(e' V f',1) if and only if 
x A (e' V / ' ) A (e' V / ' ) " = y A (e' V / ' ) A (e' V / ' ) " . 
By distributivity, (S5) and (S8) we have 
(e' V / ' ) A (V V / ' ) " = (e'" A (e' V / ' ) " ) V ( / ' " A (e' V / ' ) " ) = e' V / ' . 
Thus (x, y) e 0(e' V / ' , 1) if and only if x A (e' V / ' ) = y A (e' V / ' ) , which is 
equivalent to (x,y) G 0 lat L(e' V / ' , 1). Hence 0 l a t L ( e ' V / ' , 1) = 0 ( e ' V / ' , 1) and 
consequently 0(0, e) A 0(0, / ) = 0(e' V / ' , 1). 
From [16; Corollary 3.6] and from i' = f it is clear that 0(0, e) A 6{i, j) = 
0 i a t L ( e M ) A 0 l a t i ( i , j ) . . 
Since in a distributive lattice L the PIP holds, there is p,q e L such 
that 0 l a t i ( e ' , l ) A 0 l a t L ( i , j ) = 6lAtL(p,q) and 0latiG>,<7) = 0(p,q) because 
Therefore 0(0, e) A 0(i, j ) = 0(p, g ) . 
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Using the same arguments we can show that there exists m, n 6 L such that 
0 ( O , / ) A % , / i ) = 0 ( m , n ) . 
In a similar way, since g' = h! and i' = j ' , we have 6(g,h) A 9(i,j) = 
^ l a t L ^ ' 1 ) A ^ latL( z ' i )- But distributive lattices have the P I P , therefore there 
exist r,5 G L such that # l a t L (g ,/ i) A 0^tL(iJ) = 0 l a t L ( r , s ) and 0 l a t L ( r , a ) = 
6(r,s) since # l a t L ( r , s ) < Ol&tL(iJ) < <f). 
Hence all these meets are principal congruences of the demi-p-lattice L. It 
is now clear, since the P J P holds in F, that 0(a, ft) A 9(c,d) is a principal 
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